
 

 

 

Task: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Underline the 

prepositional 

phrase. 

Below the surface of 

the water, I could see 

tiny tadpoles. 

The helicopter flew 

above the clouds.   

When it thunders, my 

kitten hides under the 

table.   

My ball went over the 

hedge as I kicked it 

too hard. 

Millie’s house is 

behind the park. 

 
Write the correct 
plural of these 
singular words: 

 

one fly 

two ...................... 

one knife 

two ...................... 

one tooth 

two ...................... 

one city 

two ...................... 

one story 

two ...................... 

Underline the 
past perfect 
verb form. 

Ranjit was running 

too quickly when he 

fell over. 

Late at night, the 

owls were hooting 

loudly. 

All of the children 

were laughing in 

excitement. 

I was finishing my 

homework when the 

phone rang. 

The fire alarm was 

blaring so noisily. 

Put these words 
in alphabetical 
order:  

 

rhyme, recognise, 
relevant, restaurant 

conscious, 
community, cemetery, 
correspond 

profession, privilege, 
prejudice, programme 

excellent, environment, 
exaggerate, especially 

appreciate, according, 
apparent, accompany 
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Add in the 

missing         
semi-colons. 

 
 

 

Jerry was feeling 

really tired he had 

not slept well the 

night before. 

Asha got some lovely 

birthday presents her 

favourite was a 

science set. 

The book was really 

exciting it was all 

about dragons. 

The striker raced 

down the field he 

was determined to 

score. 

The car braked 

suddenly a cat was 

in the road. 

Add a suffix to 

turn these 
nouns into 
verbs: 

horror medicine strength beauty apology 

 
Use their or 
there to complete 
the sentences. 

 

I knew there/their 

was definitely a 

storm coming. 

The children couldn’t 

wait to get to 

there/their friend’s 

party. 

There/their are no 

more sweets because 

Jane ate them all. 

Oh no, there/there are 

no glue sticks left in 

the classroom! 

Asha and Alfie made 

cupcakes for 

there/their new 

teacher. 

 
Underline the 
modals verbs. 

 
 

 

I must leave before it 

gets dark. 

The forecast said it 

might snow next 

week. 

Can you answer that 

question? 

The play will begin at 

half past seven. 

You really should tidy 

up that mess now! 


